
GU10 LED SPOT 
DIMMABLE

DIMMABLE WITH WALL DIMMER
Use the Yphix LED dimmer trailing edge to be guaranteed to have a perfect dimming range! The Yphix 
LED dimmer can be combined with almost all cover frames of the best-known brands like GIRA, Jung and 
Berker. The Busch Jaeger cover frames can also be used. For those combinations, an adapter is always 
added to adjust the strength of the screw from 4mm to 6mm.

PRODUCT COMBINATION
- LED dimmer 5-350W fl ush-mounted 230V phase cut-off Art. no. 50348501

- GU10 LED light dimmable YPHIX.COM

LED DIMMER GU10 LED SPOT

LIGHT - DESIGNED WITH YPHIX

Yphix GU10 lamps are accessible in multiple versions, so 
you can always fi nd the right LED replacement for your old 
halogen GU10 lamp. Thanks to the GU10 socket, the lamp 
can be connected directly to 230V, without having to use a 
transformer.



GU10 LED SPOT
DIMMABLE

DIMMABLE WITH RF REMOTE
Choose the Yphix 230V wireless LED dimmer Zigbee to be able to dim your regularly dimmable lights 
smart. Easily controlled by an app with hub on your smartphone. It is also possible to add one of our wall 
remotes to your order, so the lights can be controlled without smartphone as well.

PRODUCT COMBINATION
- Wireless LED dimmer 230V Art. no. 50208510

- Remote (one or both):
 • RF remote control for YPHIX wireless 230 V LED dimmer* Art. no. 50208504

  • Wireless wall-mounted controller RF dimmers 4 zones* Art. no. 50208687

- GU10 LED light dimmable

YPHIX.COM

LIGHT - DESIGNED WITH YPHIX

LED DIMMER GU10 LED SPOTREMOTE

*OTHER OPTION

1 RF Remote control for LED Dimmers CV-5ZD 
CC-350-5ZD and CC-700-5ZD black
Art. no. 50208610

REMOTE 

2

3

Wireless wall-mounted controller RF 
dimmers 4 zones
Art. no. 50208688

Pulse switch fl ush-mounted complete 
with cover frame
Art. no. 50178530

Yphix GU10 lamps are accessible in multiple versions, so 
you can always fi nd the right LED replacement for your old 
halogen GU10 lamp. Thanks to the GU10 socket, the lamp 
can be connected directly to 230V, without having to use a 
transformer.



GU10 LED SPOT
DIMMABLE

DIMMABLE WITH ZIGBEE
Choose the Yphix 230V wireless LED dimmer Zigbee to be able to dim your regularly dimmable lights 
smart. Easily controlled by an app with hub on your smartphone. It is also possible to add one of our wall 
remotes to your order, so the lights can be controlled without smartphone as well.

PRODUCT COMBINATIE
- Wireless LED dimmer Zigbee 230V Art. no. 50208511

- Remote
 • Wireless wall control Zigbee 1 zone* Art. no. 50208689

- GU10 LED light dimmable

YPHIX.COM

LIGHT - DESIGNED WITH YPHIX

LED DIMMER GU10 LED SPOTREMOTE

*OTHER OPTION

1 Wireless wall control Zigbee 
2 zones
Art. no. 50208690

REMOTE

2 Wireless wall control Zigbee 
4 zones
Art. no. 50208691

Yphix GU10 lamps are accessible in multiple versions, so 
you can always fi nd the right LED replacement for your old 
halogen GU10 lamp. Thanks to the GU10 socket, the lamp 
can be connected directly to 230V, without having to use a 
transformer.


